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Two more papers have been published by the "Strengthening Institutional Capacity in the Food and
Agricultural Sector in Nepal" project which is a cooperative effort of the Ministry of Agriculture and the
Winrock International Institute for Agricultural Development These papers are part of the Research Paper
~ formerly published by the Agricultural Development Council and Agricultural Project Service Center
(APROSC). ADC has merged with the International Agricultural Development Service (lADS) and the
Winrock International Livestock Research and Training Center to form the Winrock International Institute
for Agricultural Development. Copies are available from Winrock International Institute for Agricultural
Development, Rt. 3, Petit Jean Mountain, Morrilton, AR 72110-9537 U.S.A., or P.O. Box 1312,
Kathmandu, Nepal. Titles and abstracts follow:
Agricultural graduates are the key implementing officers of national agricultural develpoment programs in
Nepal. Their number is small and their work efficiency is low, particularly as a result of poor working
conditions at the district level. This study investigated these graduates' job satisfaction, and evaluated job
environment and job consciousness factors affecting work performance. Based on local needs, this study
recommends measures for attaining greater job satisfaction.
This research investigates the different aspects of labor contract arrangements in the sample villages of the
Nepal Tarai. Besides documenting existing contractual practices, the paper examines the relevance of such
arrangements in light of theoretical explanations. A comparative study of three categories of labor--casual,
attached, and semi-attaehed--is done to examine the welfare implications of different types of labor contracts.
This research investigates the different aspects of labor contract arrangements in the sample villages of the
Nepal Tarai. Besides documenting existing contractual practices, the paper examines the relevance of such
arrangements in light of theoretical explanations. A comparative study of three categories of labor--casual,
attached, and semi-attached--is done to examine the welfare implications of different types of labor contracts.
